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Professional Extended Clamping Pliers

Product description
The universal 9 in 1 tool combining many functions enables the execution of various tasks conveniently and 
quickly. The tool lets you save space that would be needed for several different tools and reduce the weight of the 
tool bag. The narrow tip of the pliers enables clamping soft materials, holding objects of up to 30 mm in 
diameter, squeezing, twisting, pulling and gripping in tight spaces.. The press tool ensures permanent 
processing of 0.75-1.5 and 1.5-2.5 mm2 electrical cable end-sleeves. Thanks to the asymmetric grooves, the 
round piece holder enables a firmer grip of an object or a nut. The hard guillotine allows you to cut steel wire. 
Insulation stripping hole speeds up electrical works. Two sleeve presses allow you to restore the round and 
straight bar shape. High-quality, evenly hardened chromium-vanadium steel enables intensive use of the pliers 
for heavy-duty work requiring the application of high pressure. The advanced induction heat treatment process 
provides the tool with high hardness that prevents the blades from becoming blunt. The well-thought-out 
geometry makes cutting easier. Finely ground, hard working surfaces and teeth enable precise work. The 
ergonomic handle linings, made of damage-resistant and soft TPU material, provide great comfort during long 
work.

Characteristics
Electrical terminal clamping range – 0.75-1.5 / 1.5-2.5 mm2; jaw hardness – 43-48 HRC; blade hardness - 58-63 
HRC; pliers material - CRV 60 steel; handle lining material - TPE; length – 185 mm; width - 55 mm; functions 1. 
holding, 2. squeezing, 3. shearing, 4. gripping, 5. bending, 6. two sleeve presses, 7. terminal connection, 8. 
cutting, 9. shearing, 10. insulation stripping.
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